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Abstract
Applied researchers often construct a network from data that has been collected from a
random sample of nodes, with the goal to infer properties of the parent network from the
sampled version. Two of the most widely used sampling schemes are subgraph sampling, where
we sample each vertex independently with probability p and observe the subgraph induced
by the sampled vertices, and neighborhood sampling, where we additionally observe the edges
between the sampled vertices and their neighbors.
In this paper, we study the problem of estimating the number of motifs as induced subgraphs
under both models from a statistical perspective. We show that: for parent graph G with
maximal degree d, for any connected motif h on k vertices, to estimate the number of copies of
h in G, denoted by s = s(h,G), with a multiplicative error of ,
• For subgraph sampling, the optimal sampling ratio p is Θk(max{(s2)− 1k , dk−1s2 }), which
only depends on the size of the motif but not its actual topology. Furthermore, we show
that Horvitz-Thompson type estimators are universally optimal for any connected motifs.
• For neighborhood sampling, we propose a family of estimators, encompassing and outper-
forming the Horvitz-Thompson estimator and achieving the sampling ratioOk(min{( ds2 )
1
k−1 ,
√
dk−2
s2 }),
which again only depends on the size of h. This is shown to be optimal for all motifs with
at most 4 vertices and cliques of all sizes.
The matching minimax lower bounds are established using certain algebraic properties of sub-
graph counts. These results allow us to quantify how much more informative neighborhood
sampling is than subgraph sampling, as empirically verified by experiments on synthetic and
real-world data. We also address the issue of adaptation to the unknown maximum degree,
and study specific problems for parent graphs with additional structures, e.g., trees or planar
graphs.
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1 Introduction
Counting the number of features in a graph is an important statistical and computational problem.
These features are typically basic local structures like motifs [31] or graphlets [34] (e.g., patterns
of small subgraphs). Seeking to capture the interactions and relationships between groups and
individuals, applied researchers typically construct a network from data that has been collected from
a random sample of nodes. This scenario is sometimes due to resource constraints (e.g., massive
social network, surveying a hidden population) or an inability to gain access the full population
(e.g., historical data, corrupted data). Most of the problems encountered in practice are motivated
by the need to infer global properties of the parent network (population) from the sampled version.
For specific motivations and applications of statistical inference on sampled graphs, we refer the
reader to the [10, 25, 27] for comprehensive reviews as well as applications in computer networks
and social networks.
From a computational and statistical perspective, it is desirable to design sublinear time (in the
size of the graph) algorithms which typically involves random sampling as a primitive to reduce both
time and sample complexities. Various sublinear-time algorithms based on edge and degree queries
have been proposed to estimate graph properties such as the average degree [13,15], triangles [11],
stars [1], and more general subgraph counts [16]. In all of these works, however, some form of
adaptive queries, e.g. breadth or depth first search, is performed, which can be impractical or
unrealistic in the context of certain applications such as social network analysis [2] or econometrics
[7], where a sampled graph is obtained and statistical analysis is to be conducted on the basis of this
dataset alone. In this work, we focus on data arising from specific sampling models, in particular,
subgraph sampling and neighborhood sampling [29], two of the most popular and commonly used
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sampling models in part due to their simplicity and ease of implementation. In subgraph sampling,
we sample each vertex independently with equal probability and observe the subgraph induced by
these sampled vertices. In neighborhood sampling, we additionally observe the edges between the
sampled vertices and their neighbors. Despite their ubiquity, theoretical understanding of these
sampling models in the context of statistical inference and estimation has been lacking.
In this paper, we study the problem of estimating the counts of various classes of motifs,
such as edges, triangles, cliques, and wedges, from a statistical perspective. Network motifs are
important local properties of a graph. Detecting and counting motifs have diverse applications in
a suite of scientific applications including gene regulation networks [31], protein-protein interaction
networks [35], and social networks [36]. Throughout this paper, motifs will be viewed as induced
subgraphs of the parent graph. For a subgraph H, the number of copies of H contained in G as
induced subgraphs is denoted by s(H,G). Many useful graph statistics can often be expressed in
terms of induced subgraph counts, e.g., the global clustering coefficients, which is the density of
induced open triangles. It is worth pointing out that in some literature motifs are also understood
as (not necessarily induced) subgraphs [31]. In fact, it is well-known that the number of a given
subgraph can be expressed as a linear combination of induced subgraph counts. For instance, if we
denote the number of copies of H contained in G as subgraphs by n(H,G), then for wedges, we
have n( , G) = s( , G) + 3s( , G).1 For this reason, we focus on counting motifs as induced
subgraphs. Furthermore, while we make no assumption about the connectivity of the parent graph,
we focus on motifs being connected subgraphs which is the most relevant case for applications. It
is a classical result that subgraph count of disconnected subgraphs can be expressed as a fixed
polynomials in terms of the connected ones; cf. [29, 38]. Additionally, motifs in directed graphs
have also been considered [31]; in this paper we focus on undirected simple graphs.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a statistical theory for estimating motif counts in sampled
graph. We will be concerned with both methodologies as well as their statistical optimality, with
focus on large graphs and the sublinear sample regime, where only a vanishing fraction of vertices
are sampled. In particular, a few questions we want to address quantitatively are as follows:
• How does the sample complexity depend on the motif itself? For example, is estimating the
count of open triangles as easy as estimating the closed triangles? How does the sample
complexity of counting 4-cycles compare with that of counting 4-cliques?
• How much of the graph must be observed to ensure accurate estimation? For example,
severe under-coverage issues have been observed in the study of protein-protein interaction
networks [17].
• How much more informative is neighborhood sampling than subgraph sampling from the
perspective of reducing the sample complexity?
• To what extent does additional structures of the parent graph, e.g., tree or planarity, impact
the sample complexity?
Finally, let us also mention that motif counts e.g., triangles [14], wheels [3], and cycles [32]
have been used as useful test statistics for generative network models such as the stochastic block
1More generally, we have (cf. [29, Eq. (5.15)]):
n(H,G) =
∑
H′
n(H,H ′)s(H ′, G), (1)
where the summation ranges over all simple graphs H ′ (up to isomorphisms) obtained from H by adding edges.
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models. Furthermore, edges counts of similarity and dependency graphs have been used in the
context of testing and estimating change-point detection [8, 9]. In this paper we do not assume
any generative network model, and the randomness of the problem comes solely from the sampling
mechanism.
1.1 Sampling model
In this subsection, we formally describe the two graph sampling models we will study in the re-
mainder of the paper.
Subgraph sampling. Fix a simple graph G = (V,E) on v(G) vertices. For S ⊂ V , we denote by
G[S] the vertex induced subgraph. If S represents a collection of vertices that are randomly sampled
according to a sampling mechanism, we denote G[S] by G˜. The first and simplest sampling model
we consider is the subgraph sampling model, where each vertex is sampled with equal probability. In
particular, we sample each vertex independently with probability p, where p is called the sampling
ratio and can be thought of as the fraction of the graph that is observed. Thus, the sample size
|S| is distributed as Bin(v(G), p), and the probability of observing a subgraph isomorphic to H is
equal to
P[G˜ ' H] = s(H,G)pv(H)(1− p)v(G)−v(H). (2)
There is also a variant of this model where exactly n = pv(G) vertices are chosen uniformly at
random without replacement from the vertex set V . In the sublinear sampling regime where
n v(G), they are nearly equivalent.
Neighborhood sampling. In this model, in addition to observing G[S], we also observe the
labelled neighbors of all vertices in S, denoted by G{S}. That is, G{S} is equal to G˜ = (V, E˜),
where E˜ = ∪v∈S ∪u∈NG(v) {u, v} together with the colors bv ∈ {0, 1} for each v ∈ V (G˜), indicating
which vertices were sampled. We refer to such bicolored graphs as neighborhood subgraphs, which is
a union of stars with the root vertex of each star colored. This model is also known in the literature
as ego-centric [18] or star sampling [6, 24].
In other words, we randomly sample the rows of the adjacency matrix of G independently with
probability p and then observe the rows together with the row indices. The graph then consists of
unions of star graphs (not necessarily disjoint) together with colors indicating the root of the stars.
Neighborhood sampling operates like subgraph sampling but neighborhood information is acquired
for each sampled vertex. Hence neighborhood sampling is more informative in the sense that, upon
sampling the same set of vertices, considerably more edges are observed. For an illustration and
comparison of both subgraph and neighborhood sampling, see Fig. 1. Thus it is reasonable to
expect (and indeed we will prove in the sequel) that for the same statistical task, neighborhood
sampling typically has significantly lower sample complexity than the subgraph sampling scheme.
Note that in many cases, neighborhood sampling is more realistic than subgraph sampling (e.g.,
social network crawling), where sampling a vertex means that its immediate connections (e.g.,
friends list) are obtained for free.
A more general version of the neighborhood sampling model is described by Lova´sz in [29,
Section 1.7], where each sample consists of a radius-r (labeled) neighborhood rooted at a randomly
chosen vertex. Since from a union of marked stars one can disassemble each star individually, our
model is equivalent to this one with r = 1.
It turns out that the knowledge of the colors provides crucial information about the sampled
graph and affects the quality of estimation (see Appendix C). In practice, the model with labels is
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more realistic since the experimenter would know which nodes were sampled. We henceforth assume
that all sampled graphs obtained from neighborhood sampling are bicolored, with black and white
vertices corresponding to sampled and non-sampled vertices, respectively. For a neighborhood
subgraph h, let Vb(h) (resp. vb(h)) denote the collection (resp. number) of black vertices. Suppose
H is a bicolored subgraph of G. Let N(H,G) be the number of ways that H can appear (isomorphic
as a vertex-colored graph) in G from neighborhood sampling with vb(H) vertices. Thus,
P[G˜ ∼= H] = N(H,G)pvb(H)qv(G)−vb(H).
(a) Parent graph. (b) Subgraph sampling. (c) Neighborhood sampling.
Figure 1: A comparison of subgraph and neighborhood sampling: Five vertices are sampled in the
parent graph, and the observed graph is shown in the middle and right panel for the subgraph and
neighborhood sampling, respectively.
1.2 Main results
Let h denote a motif, which is a connected graph on k vertices. As mentioned earlier, we do
not assume any generative model or additional structures on the parent graph G, except that the
maximal degree is at most d; this parameter, however, need not be bounded, and one of the goals
is to understand how the sample complexity depends on d. The goal is to estimate the motif count
s(h,G) based on the sampled graph G˜ obtained from either subgraph or neighborhood sampling.
Methodologically speaking, Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator [20] is perhaps the most natural
idea to apply here. The HT estimator is an unbiased estimator of the population total by weighting
the empirical count of a given item by the inverse of the probability of observing said item. To be
precise, consider estimate the edge count in a graph with m edges and maximal degree d, the sam-
pling ratio required by the HT estimator to achieve a relative error of  scales as Θ(max{ 1√
m
, d
m2
}),
which turns out to be minimax optimal. For  being a small constant, this yields a sublinear sample
complexity when m is large and m d.
For neighborhood sampling, which is more informative than subgraph sampling since more edges
are observed, we show that the optimal sampling ratio can be improved to Θ(min{ 1√
m
, d
m2
}),
which, perhaps surprisingly, is not always achieved by the HT estimator. The main reason for
its suboptimality in the high degree regime is the correlation between observed edges. To reduce
correlation, we propose a family of linear estimators encompassing and outperforming the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator. The key idea is to use the color information indicating which vertices are
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sampled. For example, in a neighborhood sampled graph it is possible to observe two types of
edges: and . The estimator takes a linear combination of the count of these two types of
edges with a negative weight on the latter, which, as counterintuitive as it sounds, significantly
reduces the variance and achieves the optimal sample complexity.
For general motifs h on k vertices, for subgraph sampling, it turns out the simple HT scheme
for estimating s = s(h,G) achieves a multiplicative error of  with the optimal sampling fraction
Θk
(
max
{
1
(s2)
1
k
,
dk−1
s2
})
,
which only depends on the size of the motif but not its actual topology. For neighborhood sampling,
the situation is more complicated and the picture is less complete. For general h, we propose a
family of estimators that achieves the sample ratio:
Θk
(
min
{(
d
s2
) 1
k−1
,
√
dk−2
s2
})
which again only depends on the size of h. We conjecture that this is optimal for neighborhood
sampling and we indeed prove this for (a) all motifs up to 4 vertices; (b) cliques of all sizes.
Let us conclude this part by providing some intuition on proving the impossibility results. The
main apparatus is matching subgraph counts: If two graphs have matching subgraphs counts for
all induced (resp. neighborhood) subgraphs up to size k, then the total variation of the sampled
versions obtained from subgraph (resp. neighborhood) sampling are at O(pk). At a high level, this
idea is akin to the method of moment matching, which haven been widely used to prove statistical
lower bound for functional estimation [5, 21, 26, 39]; in comparison, in the graph-theoretic context,
moments correspond to graph homomorphism numbers which are indexed by subgraphs instead of
integers [30]. To give a concrete example, consider the triangle motif and take
H = H ′ = (3)
which have matching subgraph counts up to size two (equal number of vertices and edges) but dis-
tinct number of triangles. Then with subgraph sampling, the sampled graph satisfies TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) =
O(p3). For neighborhood sampling, we can take
H = H ′ = (4)
which have matching degree sequences (3, 2, 2, 2, 1) but distinct number of triangles. In general,
these pairs of graphs can be either shown to exist by the strong independence of graph homomor-
phism numbers for connected subgraphs [12] or explicitly constructed by a linear algebra argu-
ment [4]; however, for neighborhood sampling it is significantly more involved as we need to relate
the neighborhood subgraph counts to the injective graph homomorphism numbers. Based on these
small pairs of graphs, the lower bound in general is constructed by using either H or H ′ as its
connected components.
1.3 Notations
We use standard big-O notations, e.g., for any positive sequences {an} and {bn}, an = O(bn) or
an . bn if an ≤ Cbn for some absolute constant C > 0, an = o(bn) or an  bn or if lim an/bn = 0.
Furthermore, the subscript in an = Or(bn) indicates that an ≤ Crbn for some constant Cr depending
on r only. For nonnegative integer k, let [k] = {1, . . . , k}.
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Next we establish some graph-theoretic notations that will be used throughout the paper. Let
G = (V,E) be a simple, undirected graph. Let e = e(G) = |E(G)| denote the number of edges,
v = v(G) = |V (G)| denote the number of vertices, and cc = cc(G) be the number of connected
components in G. The open neighborhood of a vertex u is denoted by NG(u) = {v ∈ V (G) :
{u, v} ∈ E(G)}. The closed neighborhood is defined by NG[u] = {u} ∨NG(u). Two vertices u and
v are said to be adjacent to each other, denoted by u ∼ v, if {u, v} ∈ E(G).
Two graphs G and G′ are isomorphic, denoted by G ' G′, if there exists a bijection between
the vertex sets of G and G′ that preserves adjacency, i.e., if there exists a bijective function g :
V (G) → V (G′) such that {g(u), g(v)} ∈ E(G′) whenever {u, v} ∈ E(G). If G and G′ are vertex-
colored graphs with colorings c and c′ (i.e., a function that assigns a color to each vertex), then
G and G′ are isomorphic as vertex-colored graphs, denoted by G ∼= G′, if there exist a bijection
g : V (G)→ V (G′) such that {g(u), g(v)} ∈ E(G′) whenever {u, v} ∈ E(G) and c(v) = c′(g(v)) for
all vertices v ∈ V (G).
Let Kn, Pn, and Cn denote the complete graph (clique), path graph, and cycle graph on n
vertices, respectively. Let Kn,n′ denote the complete bipartite graph (biclique) with nn
′ edges and
n+ n′ vertices. Let Sn denote the star graph K1,n on n+ 1 vertices.
Define the following graph operations cf. [37]: The disjoint union of graphs G and G′, denoted
G + G′, is the graph whose vertex (resp. edge) set is the disjoint union of the vertex (resp. edge)
sets of G and of G′. For brevity, we denote by kG to the disjoint union of k copies of G. The
join of G and G′, denoted by G ∨G′, is obtained from the disjoin union G+G′ by connecting all
v ∈ V (G) and all v′ ∈ V (G′), that is, G∨G′ = (V (H)∪ V (H ′), E(H)∪E(H ′)∪ (V (H)× V (H ′))),
where H ' G and H ′ ' G′ and V (H) and V (H ′) are disjoint. For example, nK1 ∨ n′K1 = Kn,n′ .
For S ⊂ V (G), let G− S denote the resulting graph after deleting all vertices in S and all incident
edges, and G− v , G− {v}.
We say that H is an (edge-induced) subgraph of G, denoted by H ⊂ G, if V (H) ⊂ V (G)
and E(H) ⊂ E(G). For any S ⊂ V (G), the subgraph of G induced by S is denoted by G[S] ,
(S,E(G) ∩ S × S). Let s(H,G) (resp. n(H,G)) be the number of vertex (resp. edge) induced
subgraphs of G that are isomorphic to H; in other words,
s(H,G) =
∑
V⊂V (G)
1 {G[V ] ' H} (5)
n(H,G) =
∑
g⊂G
1 {g ' H} . (6)
For example, s( , ) = 2 and n( , ) = 8. Let ω(G) denote the clique number, i.e.,
the size of the largest clique in G. Let e(G) = s( , G), t(G) = s( , G) and w(G) = s( , G)
denote the number of edges, triangles and wedges of G, which are of particular interest.
1.4 Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state our positive results in terms of squared error
minimax rates and design algorithms that achieve them for subgraph (Section 2.1) and neighbor-
hood (Section 2.2) sampling. Section 3 discusses converse results and states counterpart minimax
lower bounds for subgraph (Section 3.2) and neighborhood (Section 3.3) sampling. We further
restrict the class of graphs to be acyclic or planar in Section 4 and explore whether such additional
structure can be exploited to improve the quality of estimation. In Section 5, we perform a numer-
ical study of the proposed estimators for counting edges, triangles, and wedges on both simulated
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and real-world data. Finally, in Appendix A, we prove some of the auxiliary lemmas and theorems
that were stated in the main body of the paper.
2 Methodologies and performance guarantees
2.1 Subgraph sampling
The motivation for our estimation scheme is based on the observation that any motif count s(h,G)
can be written as a sum of indicator functions as in (5). Note that for a fixed subset of vertices
T ⊂ V (G), the probability it induces a subgraph in the sampled graph G˜ that is isomorphic to h is
P[G˜[T ] ' h] = pv(h)1{G[T ] ' h}.
In view of (5), this suggests the following unbiased estimator of s(h,G):
ŝh , s(h, G˜)/pv(h). (7)
We refer to this estimator as the Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator [20] since it also uses inverse
probability weighting to achieve unbiasedness. The next theorem gives an upper bound on the
mean-squared error for this simple scheme, which, somewhat surprisingly, turns out to be minimax
optimal within a constant factor as long as the motif h is connected.
Theorem 1 (Subgraph sampling). Let h be an arbitrary connected graph with k vertices. Let G
be a graph with maximum degree at most d. Consider the subgraph sampling model with sampling
ratio p. Then the estimator (7) satisfies
EG |̂sh − s(h,G)|2 ≤ s(h,G) · k2k
(
1
pk
∨ d
k−1
p
)
.
Furthermore,
inf
s˜
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(h,G)≤s
EG |˜s− s(h,G)|2 = Θk
((
s
pk
∨ sd
k−1
p
)
∧ s2
)
.
The above result establishes the optimality of the HT estimator for classes of graphs with
degree constraints. Since the lower bound construction actually uses instances of graphs containing
many cycles, it is a priori unclear whether additional assumptions such as tree structures can help.
Indeed, for the related problem of estimating the number of connected components with subgraph
sampling, it has been shown that for parent graphs that are forests the sample complexity is strictly
smaller [22]. Nevertheless, for counting motifs such as edges or wedges, in Theorem 7 and Theorem 9
we show that the HT estimator (7) cannot be improved up to constant factors even if the parent
graph is known to be a forest.
The proof of the lower bound of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3.2. Below we prove the upper
bound of the variance:
Proof. Since ŝ is unbiased, it remains to bound its variance. Let bv , 1 {v ∈ S}, which are iid as
Bern(p). For any T ⊂ V (G), let bT ,
∏
v∈T bv. Then
ŝ = p−k
∑
T⊂V (G)
bT1 {G[T ] ' h} .
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Hence
Var[̂s] = p−2k
∑
T∩T ′ 6=∅
Cov(bT , bT ′)1
{
G[T ] ' h,G[T ′] ' h}
≤ p−2k
∑
T∩T ′ 6=∅
E[bT∪T ′ ]1
{
G[T ] ' h,G[T ′] ' h}
=
k∑
t=1
p−t
∑
|T∩T ′|=t
1
{
G[T ] ' h,G[T ′] ' h}
≤
k∑
t=1
p−ts(h,G)
(
k
t
)
dk−t ≤ s(h,G)(2d)k · kmax{(pd)−k, (pd)−1},
where the penultimate step follows from the fact that the maximum degree of G is d and, crucially,
h is connected.
2.2 Neighborhood sampling
Our methodology is again motivated by (5) which represents neighborhood subgraph counts as a
sum of indicators. In contrast to subgraph sampling, a motif can be observed in the sampled graph
by sampling only some, but not all, of its vertices. For example, we only need to sample one vertex
of an edge, or two vertices of a triangle to observe the full motif. More generally, for a subset T
vertices in G, we can determine whether H ' G[T ] or not if at least v(H)− 1 vertices from T are
sampled. This reduces the variance but introduces more correlation at the same time.
Throughout this subsection, the neighborhood sampled graph is again denoted by G˜ = G{S},
and bv = 1 {v ∈ S} indicates whether a given vertex v is sampled.
2.2.1 Edges
We begin by discussing the Horvitz-Thompson type of estimator and why it falls short for the
neighborhood sampling model. Analogously to the estimator (7) designed for subgraph sampling,
for neighborhood sampling, we can take the observed number of edges and re-weight it according
to the probability of observing an edge. Note that with neighborhood sampling, a given edge is
observed if and only if at least one of the end points is sampled. Thus, the corresponding Horvitz-
Thompson type edge estimator is
êHT =
e(G˜)
p2 + 2pq
, (8)
which is again an unbiased estimator for e(G). To bound the variance, put τ = p2 + 2pq ∈ [p, 2p]
and write
e(G˜) =
∑
A∈E(G)
rA.
where A = {u, v} and rA , 1 {bu = 1 or bv = 1} ∼ Bern(τ). For another edge A′ = {v, w}
intersecting A, we have Cov[rA, rA′ ] = P [bv = 1 or bu = bw = 1] ≤ 3p, by the union bound. Thus
the number of non-zero covariance terms is determined by n( , G), the number of contained
in G as subgraphs, and we have
Var[e(G˜)] ≤ e(G)τ + 2n( , G)(3p) ≤ 2e(G)p(1 + 3d), (9)
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where we used the fact that n( , G) ≤ e(G)d. Therefore, the variance of the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator satisfies
Var[̂eHT] .
e(G)d
p
. (10)
However, as we show next, this estimator is suboptimal when p > 1d , or equivalently, when the
maximum degree exceeds 1p . In fact, the bound (10) itself is tight which can been seen by consid-
ering a star graph G with d leaves, and the suboptimality of the HT estimator is largely due to the
heavy correlation between the observed edges. For example, for the star graph, the correlation is
introduced through the root vertex, since with probability p we observe a full star, and with prob-
ability q a star with Bin(d, p) number of black leaves. Thus, the key observation is to incorporate
the colors of the vertices to reduce (or eliminate) correlation.
Next, we describe a class of estimators, encompassing and improving the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator. Consider
ê =
∑
A∈E(G˜)
KA, (11)
where KA has the form
KA = bu(1− bv)f(du) + bv(1− bu)f(dv) + bubvg(du, dv); (12)
here A = {u, v} and f and g are functions of the degree of sampled vertices. For the neighborhood
sampling model, this estimator is well-defined since the degree of any sampled vertex is observed
without error. It is easy to see that
E[̂e] =
∑
{u,v}∈E(G)
[pq(f(du) + f(dv)) + p
2g(du, dv)]. (13)
For simplicity, next we choose f and g to be constant; in other words, we do not use the degree
information of the sampled vertices. This strategy works as long as the maximal degree d of the
parent graph is known. To illustrate the main idea, we postpone the discussion on adapting to the
unknown d to Section 2.2.3. With f ≡ α and g ≡ β, the estimator (11) reduces to
ê = αN( , G˜) + βN( , G˜), (14)
which is a linear combination of the counts of the two types of observed edges. In contrast to the
HT estimator (8) which treats the two types of edges equally, the optimal choice will weigh them
differently. Furthermore, somewhat counter-intuitively, the weights can be negative, which serves
to reduce the correlation.
Table 1: Probability mass function of KAKA′ for two distinct intersecting edges (excluding zero
values).
Graph
Probability pq2 2p2q p2q p3
Value α2 αβ α2 β2
In view of (13), one way of making ê unbiased is to set
pq(f(du) + f(dv)) + p
2g(du, dv) = 2pqα+ p
2β = 1. (15)
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Since the unbiased estimator is not unique, we set out to find the one with the minimum variance.
Similar to (9), we have
Var[̂e] = e(G)Var[KA] + 2n( , G)Cov[KA,KA′ ] ≤ e(G)(Var[KA] + 2dCov[KA,KA′ ]), (16)
where A = {u, v} and A′ = {v, w} are distinct intersecting edges. Using Table 1, we find
Var[KA] = 2pqα2 + p2β2 − 1
Cov[KA,KA′ ] = α2(pq2 + p2q) + p3β2 + 2p2qαβ − 1.
In fact, when the unbiased condition (15) is met, the covariance simplifies to Cov[KA,KA′ ] =
q
p(1 − pα)2 ≥ 0. Finally, optimizing the RHS of (16) over α, β subject to the constraint (15), we
arrive the following performance guarantee for ê:
Theorem 2. Set
α =
1 + dp
p(2 + (d− 1)p) β =
1− d(1− 2p)
p(2 + (d− 1)p) . (17)
Then
E[(ê− e(G))2] = Var[̂e] ≤ e(G)(d+ 1)q
2
p(2 + (d− 1)p) . e(G)
(
1
p2
∧ d
p
)
. (18)
Furthermore, if p is bounded from one, then
inf
ê
sup
G: d(G)≤d
e(h,G)≤m
EG |̂e− e(G)|2 = Θ
((
md
p
∧ m
p2
)
∧m2
)
The optimal weights in (17) appear somewhat mysterious. In fact, the following more trans-
parent choice also achieves the optimal risk within constant factors:
• p ≤ 1/d: we can set either α = β = 1
p2+2pq
or α = 12pq and β = 0, that is, we can use either
the full HT estimator (8), or the HT estimator restricted to only edges of type , which is
the more probable one.
• p > 1/d: we choose α = 1p and β = 1−2qp2 . This is the unique weights that simultaneously
kill all covariance terms and, at the same time, achieve zero bias. Note that although zero
covariance is always possible, it is at a price of setting β ≈ − 1
p2
, which inflates the variance
too much when p is small and hence suboptimal when p 1d .
It is a priori unclear whether additional structures such as tree or planarity helps for estimating
motif counts with neighborhood sampling. Nevertheless, for counting edges, in Theorem 8 we show
that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (7) can only be marginally improved, in the sense that the
lower bound continues to hold up to a sub-polynomial factor po(1) where o(1) is uniformly vanishing
as p→ 0. Similarly, for planar graphs, Theorem 13 shows a similar statement.
2.2.2 Cliques and general motifs
For ease of exposition, we start by developing the methodology for estimating cliques counts. Both
the procedure and the performance guarantee readily extend to general motifs.
We now generalize the techniques for counting edges to estimate the number of cliques of size ω
in a given graph. Note that there are two types of colored cliques one observe: (a) K◦ω: all but one
vertex are sampled; (b) K•ω: all vertices are sampled, with the first one being more probable when
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the sampling ratio is small. In the case of triangles, we have K◦3 = and K•3 = . Analogous
to the estimator (14), we take a linear combination of these two types of clique counts as the linear
estimator:
ŝ = αN(K◦ω, G˜) + βN(K
•
ω, G˜). (19)
Similar to the design principles for counting edges, in the low sampling ratio regime p < 1d , we
implement the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, so that the coefficients scale like p−ω; in the high
sampling ratio regime p > 1d , we choose a negative β, which scale as −p−2ω, to reduce the correlation
between various observed cliques. However, unlike the case of counting edges, we cannot perfectly
eliminate all covariance terms but will be able to remove the leading one.
The following result, which includes Theorem 2 as a special case (ω = 2), gives the performance
guarantee of the estimator (19) and establishes its optimality in the worst case:
Theorem 3 (Cliques). Set {
α = 1
pω−1 , β =
1−ωq
pω if p > 1/d
α = 1
ωpω−1 , β =
1
pω if p ≤ 1/d.
(20)
Then
EG |̂s− s(Kω, G)|2 = VarG [̂s] ≤ s(Kω, G) · ω32ω+1
(
d(G)
pω−1
∧ d(G)
ω−2
p2
)
.
Furthermore,
inf
s˜
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(Kω ,G)≤s
EG |̂s− s(Kω, G)|2 = Θω
(
sd
pω−1
∧ sd
ω−2
p2
∧ s2
)
Proof. Let bv , 1 {v ∈ S} i.i.d.∼ Bern(p). For any T ⊂ V (G), let bT ,
∏
v∈T bv. Write
ŝ =
∑
T⊂V (G)
α1
{
G˜{T} ' K◦ω
}
+ β1
{
G˜{T} ' K•ω
}
=
∑
T⊂V (G)
f(T )1 {G[T ] ' Kω} , (21)
where
f(T ) , α
∑
v∈T
bT\{v}(1− bv) + βbT .
Similar to (15), enforcing unbiasedness, we have the constraint E[f(T )] = 1, i.e.,
ωpω−1qα+ pωβ = 1 (22)
Furthermore, whenever |T ∩ T ′| = t ∈ [ω], we have
E[f(T )f(T ′)] = α2
(
tqp2ω−t−1 + (ω − t)2q2p2ω−t−2)+ 2(ω − t)qp2ω−t−1αβ + β2p2ω−t (23)
= p−t
[
α2tqp2ω−1 +
(
α(ω − t)qpω−1 + βpω)2]
(22)
= p−t
[
α2tqp2ω−1 +
(
1− tqαpω−1)2] (24)
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This follows from evaluating the probability of observing a pair of intersecting cliques with two,
one, or zero unsampled vertices. For example, the four summands in (23), in the case of ω = 4 and
t = 2, correspond to , , , , respectively.
Let ct , Cov[f(T ), f(T ′)] = p−t
[
α2tqp2ω−1 +
(
α(ω − t)qpω−1 + βpω)2] − 1 for |T ∩ T ′| = t.
Denote by Tω,t the subgraph correspond to two intersecting ω-cliques sharing t vertices. Then
Var[̂s] =
∑
T∩T ′ 6=∅
Cov(f(T ), f(T ′))1
{
G[T ] ' Kω, G[T ′] ' Kω
}
(25)
=
ω∑
t=1
ct
∑
|T∩T ′|=t
n(Tω,t, G) ≤ s(Kω, G)dω
ω∑
t=1
ct
(
ω
t
)
d−t.
Next consider two cases separately.
Case I: p ≤ 1d . In this case we choose α = 1ωpω−1 and β = 1pω . Then ct = p−t( tpqω2 +(1− tqω )2) ≤ 2p−t.
Furthermore, for the special case of t = ω, we have cω ≤ p−(ω−1). Thus,
Var[̂s] ≤ s(Kω, G)
(
dω
ω∑
t=1
(
ω
t
)
(pd)−t + p−(ω−1)
)
≤ s(Kω, G)ω2ω+1dp−(ω−1). (26)
Case II: p ≤ 1d . In this high-degree regime, the pairs of cliques sharing one vertex (t = 1)
dominates (i.e., open triangle for counting edge and bowties for counting triangles). Thus our
strategy is to choose the coefficients to eliminate the these covariance terms. In fact, (24) for t = 1
simplifies wonderfully to
c1 =
q
p
(1− αpω−1)2.
Thus we choose α = 1
pω−1 and β =
1−ωq
pω . Hence ct ≤ 2ω2p−t for all t ≥ 2, and
Var[̂s] ≤ s(Kω, G)dω2ω2
ω∑
t=2
(
ω
t
)
(pd)−t ≤ s(Kω, G)2ω+1ω3dω−2p−2. (27)
Combining (26) and (27) completes the proof.
To extend to general motif h on k vertices, note that in the neighborhood sampled graph, again
it is possible to observe fully sampled or partially sampled (with one unsampled vertices) motifs.
Consider the following estimator analogous to (19):
ŝh = αN(h
◦, G˜) + βN(h•, G˜), (28)
where N(h◦, G˜) is the count of h with all vertices sampled and N(h◦, G˜) is the total count of
h with exactly one unsampled vertices. For instance, if h = , then N(h•, G˜) = N( , G) and
N(h◦, G˜) = N( , G)+N( , G). This example shows that in general, for motifs with less symmetry,
there exist multiple partially sampled motifs and in principle they can be weighted differently.
However, in (28) we elect to treat them equally, which turns out to be optimal for a wide class of
motifs. Let us point out that if the parent graph has more structures, e.g., forest, then distinguishing
different partially sampled motifs can lead to strict improvement; see Theorem 10.
The estimator (28) turns out to satisfy the same bound as in the clique case. To see this,
note that in (25), the covariance terms are given in (24) which do not depend on the actual motif
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h. Furthermore, the sum of the indicators satisfies the same bound in terms of maximal degree
provided that h is connected. Using the same optimized coefficients as in (20), the guarantee in
Theorem 3 holds verbatim:
EG |̂sh − s(h,G)|2 = VarG [̂sh] ≤ s(h,G) · k32k+1
(
d(G)
pk−1
∧ d(G)
k−2
p2
)
. (29)
We conjecture that, similar to Theorem 1, this rate is optimal as long as the motif h is connected.
So far we are able to prove this for cliques of all sizes (Theorem 6) and motifs on at most 4 vertices
(Appendix D).
2.2.3 Adaptation to the maximum degree
In practice, the bound on the maximum degree d is likely unknown to the observer and obtaining
a consistent estimate might be difficult if the high-degree vertices are rare. For example, in a star,
most of the vertices have degree one expect for the root. Even if a consistent estimate is obtained,
it is unclear how to avoid it correlating with the data used to form ê. Because ê has the form of a
sum, such correlations increase the number of cross terms in its variance decomposition.
To overcome these difficulties, we weight each observed edge according to the size of the neigh-
borhood of its incident vertices. Once a vertex is sampled, its degree is exactly determined and thus
incorporating this information does not introduce any additional randomness. This observations
leads to the following adaptive estimator which achieves a risk that is similar to the optimal risk
in Theorem 2:
Theorem 4. Let ê be given in (11) with f(x) = px+qp(px+2q) and g(x, y) =
1−pq(f(x)+f(y))
p2
. Then for
any graph G on N vertices and maximum degree bounded by d, ê is an unbiased estimator of e(G)
and
Var[̂e] . Nd
p2
∧ e(G)d
p
.
Remark 1. The variance bound from Theorem 4 is weaker than Theorem 2 in the p > 1/d regime
– Nd
p2
versus e(G)
p2
. They have the largest disparity when G consists of N/(d+ 1) copies of the star
graph Sd+1, in which case e(G) = Nd/(d + 1). This is due to the fact that with high probability
1− p, all sampled vertices from Sd+1 have degree one. Ideally, we would like to know the degree of
the root of the star; however this is impossible unless the root is sampled. Nonetheless, we can still
find a good estimate. More generally, in addition to using the degree du from a sampled vertex u,
we may modify the estimator to incorporate degree information from a non-sampled vertex via an
unbiased estimate, i.e., d̂u =
|N
G˜
(u)|
p =
∑
v∈NG(u)
bv
p . For example, we can redefine KA from (11)
as
KA = bu(1− bv)f(du ∨ d̂v) + bv(1− bu)f(du ∨ d̂v) + bubvg(du, dv).
3 Lower bounds
Throughout this section we assume that the sampling ratio p is bounded away from one.
3.1 Auxiliary results
We start with a result which is the general strategy of proving all lower bounds in this paper. A
variant of this result was proved in [22] for the Bernoulli sampling model, however, an examination
of the proof reveals that the conclusions also hold for neighborhood sampling. In the context of
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estimating motif counts, the essential ingredients involve constructing a pair of random graphs
whose motif counts have different average values, and the distributions of their sampled versions
are close in total variation, which is ensured by matching lower-order subgraphs counts in terms of
s for subgraph sampling or N for neighborhood sampling. The utility of this result is to use a pair
of smaller graphs (which can be found in an ad hoc manner) to construct a bigger pair of graphs
and produce a lower bound that scales with an arbitrary positive integer s.
Theorem 5 (Theorem 11 in [22]). Let f be a graph parameter that is invariant under isomorphisms
and additive under disjoint union, i.e., f(G + H) = f(G) + f(H). Fix a subgraph h. Let d, s,m
and M = s/m be integers. Let H and H ′ be two graphs such that s(h,H) ∨ s(h,H ′) ≤ m and
d(H) ∨ d(H ′) ≤ d. Suppose M ≥ 300 and TV(P, P ′) ≤ 1/300, where P (resp. P ′) denote the
distribution of the isomorphism class of the (subgraph or neighborhood) sampled graph H˜ (resp. H˜ ′).
Let G˜ denote the sampled version of G under the Bernoulli or neighborhood sampling models with
probability p. Then
inf
f̂
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(h,G)≤s
PG
[
|f̂(G˜)− f(G)| ≥ ∆] ≥ 0.01. (30)
where
∆ =
|f(H)− f(H ′)|
8
(√
s
mTV(P, P ′)
∧ s
m
)
.
Next we recall the well-known fact [23, 38] that disconnected subgraphs counts are determined
by (fixed polynomials of) connected subgraph counts. The following version is from [22, Corollary
1 and Lemma 9]:
Lemma 1. Let H and H ′ be two graphs with m vertices and v ≤ m. Suppose s(h,H) = s(h,H ′) for
all connected h with v(h) ≤ v. Then s(h,H) = s(h,H ′) for all h with v(h) ≤ v and, furthermore,
TV(P, P ′) ≤
(
m
v + 1
)
pv+1,
where P (resp. P ′) denote the distribution of the isomorphism class of the subgraph sampled graph
H˜ (resp. H˜ ′) with sampling ratio p.
The following version is for neighborhood sampling, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.
We need to develop an analogous result that expresses disconnected neighborhood subgraph counts
as polynomials of the connected cones. This is done in Lemma 6 in Appendix A.
Lemma 2. Let H and H ′ be two graphs with m vertices and v ≤ m. Suppose N(h,H) = N(h,H ′)
for all connected, bicolored h with vb(h) ≤ v. Then
N(h,H) = N(h,H ′) (31)
for all h with vb(h) ≤ v and, furthermore,
TV(P, P ′) ≤
(
m
v + 1
)
pv+1, (32)
where P (resp. P ′) denote the distribution of the isomorphism class of the sampled graph H˜
(resp. H˜ ′) generated from neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p.
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Proof. The first conclusion (31) follows from Lemma 6. For the second conclusion (32), we note
that conditioned on ` vertices are sampled, H˜ is uniformly distributed over the collection of all
bicolored neighborhood subgraphs h with vb(h) = `. Thus,
P
[
H˜ ∼= h | vb(h) = `
]
=
N(h,H)(
m
`
) .
By (31), we conclude that the isomorphism class of H˜ and H˜ ′ have the same distribution pro-
vided that no more than v vertices are sampled. Thus, TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ P [Bin(m, p) ≤ v + 1], and
consequently, P [Bin(m, p) ≤ v + 1] ≤ ( mv+1)pv+1 follows from a union bound.
Lemma 3. For any connected graph h with k vertices, there exists a pair of (in fact, connected)
graphs H and H ′, such that s(h,H) 6= s(h,H ′) and s(g,H) = s(g,H ′) for all connected g with
v(g) ≤ k − 1.
Proof. The existence of such a pair H and H ′ follows from the strong independence2 of connected
subgraph counts [12, Theorem 1]. For example, for h = , we can take the ab hoc construction in
(3), which have equal number of vertices and edges but distinct number of triangles. Alternatively,
next we provide an explicit construction using a linear algebra argument which is similar to that
of [12, Theorem 3] and [4, Section 2]. Let {h1, . . . , hm} denote all distinct (up to isomorphism)
induced connected subgraph of h, ordered in increasing number of edges (arbitrarily among graphs
with the same number of edges) so that h1 is an isolated vertex and hm = h. Then the matrix
B = (bij) with bij = s(hi, hj) is upper triangular with strictly positive diagonals. Thus B is
invertible and the entries of B−1 are rational. Let x = B−1em, where em = (0, . . . , 0, 1). Then
xm = 1 since bmm = s(h, h) = 1. Let w = αx ∈ Zm, where α ∈ N is the lowest common denominator
of the entries of x. Now define H and H ′ as the disjoint union with weights given by the vector w:
H =
m∑
i=1
max{wi, 0}hi, H ′ =
m∑
i=1
max{−wi, 0}hi. (33)
By design, any connected induced subgraph of H and H ′ with at most k − 1 vertices belongs to
{h1, . . . , hm−1}. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, since hi is connected, we have s(hi, H) − s(hi, H ′) =∑m
j=1wjs(hi, hj) = 0, and s(h,H
′) = 0 and s(h,H) = α ≥ 1. For example, for h = , such a
solution is given by:
H = + 6× H ′ = 4× + 4×
which have matching subgraphs of order three (vertices, edges and triangles). For a construction
for general cliques, see [22, Eq. (47)].
Next we present graph-theoretic results that are needed for proving lower bound under the
neighborhood sampling model. First, we relate the neighborhood subgraph counts N to the usual
subgraph n. Since N is essentially subgraph counts with prescribed degree for the sampled vertices
(cf. [29, p. 62]), this can be done by inclusion-exclusion principle similar to (1) that expresses the
induced subgraph counts s in terms of the subgraph counts n; however, the key difference here is
that the size of the subgraphs that appear in the linear combination is not bounded a priori. For
2This means that the closure of the range of their normalized version (subgraph densities) has nonempty interior.
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example,
N( , G) = number of degree-2 vertices in G
=
∑
k≥2
(−1)k−2
(
k
2
)
n(Sk+1, G),
where Sk+1 is the star graph with k leaves. The following lemma is a general statement:
Lemma 4. Let h be a bicolored connected neighborhood graph and h0 denote the uncolored version.
Then for any G,
N(h,G) =
∑
g
c(g, h)n(g,G) (34)
where the sum is over all (uncolored) g obtained from h by either adding edges incident to the
black vertices in h or adding vertices connected to black vertices in h. In particular, the coefficients
c(g, h) do not depend on G.
Proof. The proof is by the inclusion-exclusion principle and essentially similar to the argument in
Section 5.2, in particular, the proof of Proposition 5.6(b) in [29].
Recall the definition of the subgraph count n(H,G) in (6) in terms of counting distinct subsets. It
will be convenient to work with the labeled version counting graph homomorphisms. The following
definitions are largely from [29, Chapter 5]. We say ψ is an injective homomorphism from H to G,
if ψ : V (H) → V (G) is injective, and (u, v) ∈ E(H) if (ψ(u), ψ(v)) ∈ E(G). Denote by inj(H,G)
the number of injective homomorphisms from H to G. Then inj(H,G) = n(H,G)aut(H), where
aut(H) denotes the number of automorphisms (i.e. isomorphisms to itself) for H. Furthermore, for
neighborhood subgraph h, aut(H) denotes the number of automorphisms for h that also preserve
the colors. For example, aut( ) = 2 and aut( ) = 4. Throughout the proof, ψ always denotes
an injection.
We use the following version of the inclusion-exclusion principle [29, Appendix A.1]. Let S be
a ground set and let {Ai : i ∈ S} be a collection of sets. For each I ⊂ S, define AI , ∩i∈IAi and
BI , AI\ ∪i/∈I Ai; in words, BI denotes those elements that belong to exactly those Ai for i ∈ I
and none other. Then we have
|AI | =
∑
J⊂I
|BJ | (35)
|BI | =
∑
J⊂I
(−1)|J |−|I||AJ |. (36)
Fix G. Let G denote the collection of (uncolored) subgraphs that are “extensions” of h, obtained
from h by either adding edges between the black vertices in h or adding vertices attached to black
vertices in h. For example, for h = , we have G = { , , , , · · · } is the collection of all
stars. Let the g∗ be the maximal subgraph of G that is in G; in other words, n(g,G) = 0, for any
other g ∈ G containing g∗ as a subgraph.
Now we define the ground set to be the edge set of g∗. Let h0 be the uncolored version of
h, then E(h0) ⊂ E(g∗). For every I ⊂ E(g∗), define AI , {ψ : V (g∗) → V (g) : (ψ(u), ψ(v)) ∈
E(G) if (u, v) ∈ I} and BI , {ψ : V (g∗) → V (g) : (ψ(u), ψ(v)) ∈ E(G) if and only if (u, v) ∈ I}.
The key observation is that |BE(h0)| = aut(h)N(h,G), and |AE(g)| = inj(g,G) = aut(g)n(h,G).
Applying the inclusion-exclusion principle (36) yields
aut(h)N(h,G) =
∑
g:g⊃h0
(−1)|E(g)|−|E(h0)|inj(g,G).
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proving the desired (34).
The next result is the counterpart of Lemma 3, which shows the existence of a pair of graphs
with matching lower order neighborhood subgraph counts but contain distinct number of copies
of a certain motif; however, unlike Lemma 3, so far we can only deal with the clique motifs. For
example for ω = 3, we can use the ad hoc construction in (3); both graphs have the same degree
sequence but distinct number of triangles. For ω = 4, we can choose
H = + 3× + 12× + 12×
H ′ = 6× + 12× + 4× + 4×
(37)
It it straightforward (although extremely tedious!) to verify that N(h,H) = N(h,H ′) for all neigh-
borhood subgraphs h with at most 2 black vertices. The general result is as follows:
Lemma 5. There exists two graphs H and H ′ such that s(Kω, H)− s(Kω, H ′) ≥ 1 and N(h,H) =
N(h,H ′) for all neighborhood subgraphs h such that vb(h) ≤ ω − 2.
Proof. First we show that there exist a pair of graphs H and H ′ such that n(g,H) = n(g,H ′) for
all connected graphs g with at most ω vertices expect for the clique Kω, and n(g,H) = n(g,H
′) = 0
for all connected graphs g with more than ω vertices. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3, this
either follows from the strong independence of injective graph homomorphism numbers [12], or from
the following linear algebra argument. Let {h1, . . . , hm} denote all distinct (up to isomorphism)
connected graphs of at most ω vertices. Order the graphs in increasing number of edges (arbitrarily
among graphs with the same number of edges) so that h1 is an isolated vertex and hm = Kω. Then
the matrix B = (bij) with bij = n(hi, hj) is upper triangular with strictly positive diagonals. Then
H and H ′ can be constructed from the vector x = B−1em similar to (33); see (37) for a concrete
example for K4. By design, each connected component of H and H
′ has at most ω vertices, we
have n(g,H) = n(g,H ′) = 0 for all connected g with v(g) > ω.
Next we show that the neighborhood subgraph counts are matched up to order ω− 2. For each
neighborhood subgraph h with vb(h) ≤ ω−2, by Lemma 4, we have N(h,H) =
∑
g∈G c(g, h)n(g,H),
where the coefficients c(g, h) are independent of H, and G contains all subgraphs obtained from h by
adding edges incident to black vertices in h or attaching vertices to black vertices in h. The crucial
observation is two-fold: (a) since vb(h) ≤ ω − 2, there exists at least a pair of white vertices in h,
which are not connected. Since no edges are added between white vertices, the collection G excludes
the full clique Kω; (b) for each g ∈ G, if g contains more than ω vertices, then n(g,H) = n(g,H) = 0;
if g contains at most ω vertices (and not Kω by the previous point), then n(g,H) = n(g,H) by
design. Therefore we conclude that N(h,H) = N(h,H ′) for all neighborhood subgraphs h with
vb(h) ≤ ω − 2.
3.2 Subgraph sampling
Next we prove the lower bound part of Theorem 1:
Proof. Throughout the proof, we assume that both d and s are at least some sufficiently large
constant that only depends on k = v(h) and we use c, c′, c0, c1, . . . to denote constants that possibly
depend on k only. We consider two cases separately.
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Case I: p ≤ 1/d. Let H and H ′ be the pair of graphs from Lemma 3, such that s(h,H)−s(h,H ′) ≥
1 and s(g,H) = s(g,H ′) for all induced subgraphs g with v(g) ≤ k− 1. Therefore, by Lemma 2, we
have TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = Ok(p
k−1). Let r = s(h,H) which is a constant only depending on k. Applying
Theorem 5 with M = bs/rc yields the lower bound
inf
s˜
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(h,G)≤s
EG |˜s− s(h,G)|2 = Ωk
(
s
pk
∧ s2
)
. (38)
Case II: p > 1/d. To apply Lemma 9, we construct a pair of graphs H and H ′ with maximum
degree d such that TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ 1/2, s(h,H ′) = 0 and c1`k−1/p ≤ s(h,H) ≤ c2`k−1/p. Choosing
` = c3((sp)
1
k−1 ∧ d) for some small constant c3 and applying Theorem 5, we obtain
inf
s˜
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(h,G)≤s
EG |˜s(H)− s(h,G)|2 = Ω
(
`k−1s
p
)
= Θk
(
sdk−1
p
∧ s2
)
. (39)
Combining (38) and (39) completes the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 1.
It remains to construct H and H ′. The idea of the construction is to expand each vertex in
h into an independent set, which was used in the proof of [12, Lemma 5]. Here, we also need to
consider the possibility of expanding into a clique. Next consider two cases:
Suppose h satisfies the “distinct neighborhood” property, that is, for each v ∈ V (h), Nh(v)
is a distinct subset of v(h). Such h includes cliques, paths, cycles, etc. Pick an arbitrary vertex
u ∈ V (h). Let {Sv : v ∈ V (h)} be a collection of disjoint subsets, so that |Su| = dc/pe and
|Sv| = dcde, where c is a constant that only depends on v(h) = k such that ck ≤ 1. Define a graph
H with vertex set ∪v∈v(h)Sv by connecting each pair of a ∈ Su and b ∈ Sv whenever (u, v) ∈ E(h).
In other words, H is obtained by blowing up each vertex in h into an independent set and each
edge into a complete bipartite graph. Repeating the same construction with h replaced by h − u
yields H ′, in which case Su consists of isolated vertices. By construction, the maximum degree of
both graph satisfies is at most d. Note that H − Su = H ′ − Su. Thus the sampled graph of H and
H ′ have the same law provided that none of the vertices in Su is sampled. Applying Lemma 9, we
conclude that TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ (1− p)c/p ≤ c′ for all p ≤ 1/2, where c′ is a constant depending only
on k.
Furthermore,
s(h,H ′) =
∑
T∩Su=∅
1
{
H ′[T ] ' h}+ ∑
T∩Su 6=∅
1
{
H ′[T ] ' h}
(a)
=
∑
T∩Su=∅
1
{
H ′[T ] ' h} = ∑
T∩Su=∅
1 {H[T ] ' h} ,
where (a) follows from the fact that H ′[T ] contains isolated vertices whenever T ∩ Su 6= ∅ while h
is connected by assumption. Note that since |T | = k, if T ∩ Su = ∅, then there exists t, t′ ∈ T such
that t, t′ belong to the same independent set Sv for some v. By construction, t and t′ have the same
neighborhood, contradicting H[T ] ' h. Thus, we conclude that s(h,H ′) = 0. For H, we have
s(h,H) =
∑
T∩Su 6=∅
1 {H[T ] ' h} ≥ |Su|
∏
v 6=u
|Sv| ≥ ck`k−1/p,
and, similarly, s(h,H) ≤ |Su|(
∑
v 6=u |Sv|)k−1 ≤ (2ck)k`k−1/p.
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Next suppose that h does have distinct neighborhoods, thus there exist {u1, . . . , u`} ⊂ V (h)
with ` ≥ 2 such that the neighborhood Nui(h) are identical, denoted by T . Let g , h[T ] ∨ `K1
is an induced (by T ∪ {u1, . . . , u`}) subgraph of h. We define H with vertex set ∪v∈v(h)Sv by the
same procedure as above, except now all vertices are expanded into a clique, with |Su1 | = dc/pe
and |Sv| = dcde for v 6= u. Finally, as before, we connect each pair of a ∈ Su and b ∈ Sv whenever
(u, v) ∈ E(h). Define H ′ by repeating the same construction with h replaced by h−u1. Analogous
to the above we have TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ c and it remains to show that s(h,H ′) = 0. Indeed, for any
set T of k vertices that does not include any vertex from Su1 , since Sui forms a clique and u1, . . . , u`
form an independent set in h, the number of induced g in H ′[T ] is strictly less than that in h. Thus,
there exists no T ⊂ ∪v 6=u1Sv such that H ′[T ] is isomorphic to h, and hence s(h,H ′) = 0. Entirely
analogously, we have s(h,H) = Θk(`
k−1/p).
3.3 Neighborhood sampling
To illustrate the main idea, we only prove the lower bound cliques. The proof for other motifs (of
size up to four) is similar but involves several ad hoc constructions; see Appendix D.
Theorem 6 (Cliques). For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
ŝ
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(h,G)≤s
EG |̂s− s(Kω, G)|2 = Θω
((
sd
pω−1
∧ sd
ω−2
p2
)
∧ s2
)
Proof. For the lower bound, consider two cases. For simplicity, denote the minimax risk on the
left-hand side by R.
Case I: p > 1/d. Applying Lemma 9 with G being the complete (ω− 2)-partite graph of (ω− 2)`
vertices, H1 = K1/p,1/p, and H2 = (2/p)K1, we obtain two graphs H and H
′ with s(Kω, H)  `ω−2p2
and s(Kω, H
′) = 0, and TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ c < 1 for all p ≤ 1/2. By Theorem 5 with M = s/(`ω−2/p2),
we obtain the lower bound R & s`ω−2
p2
. Let ` = cd if d
ω−2
p2
≤ s and ` = c(p2s) 1ω−2 if dω−2
p2
> s, for
some small constant c. In either case, we find that s(Kω, H) ≤ s, s(Kω, H ′) ≤ s, and R  s`ω−2p2 
sdω−2
p2
∧ s2.
Case II: p ≤ 1/d. We use a different construction. Let ` = c(d ∧ s1/ω) for some small constant
c. Let H and H ′ be the two graphs from Lemma 5 such that s(Kω, H) − s(Kω, H ′) ≥ 1 and
N(h,H) = N(h,H ′) for all neighborhood subgraphs h with vb(h) ≤ ω − 2. By Lemma 2, we
have TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = Oω(p
ω−1) < 1. Next we amplify the gap |s(Kω, H) − s(Kω, H ′)| = Ω(`ω) by
expanding each vertex into an independent set, similar in what is done in the proof of Theorem 1.
For each vertex in H, we associate ` distinct isolated vertices, and connect each pair of vertices
by an edge if and only if they were connected in H. This defines a new graph F with `v(H)
vertices and similarly we construct F ′ from H ′. In this way, the subgraph counts of F and F ′ also
match up to order ω− 2, and, in view of Lemma 2, TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = Oω((`p)
ω−1). Furthermore, the
number of cliques satisfies s(Kω, F ) = s(Kω, H)`
ω and s(Kω, F
′) = s(Kω, H ′)`ω. Thus, s(Kω, F ) 
s(Kω, F
′)  |s(Kω, H) − s(Kω, H ′)| = `ω. Applying Theorem 5 with M = s/`ω yields R &
(`ω(
√
s/`ω
(p`)ω−1 ∧ s`ω ))2  s`pω−1 ∧ s2  sdpω−1 ∧ s
1+1/ω
pω−1 ∧ s2  sdpω−1 ∧ s2, where the last step follows from
the assumption that p ≤ 1/d.
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4 Graphs with additional structures
In this section, we explore how estimation of motif counts can be improved by prior knowledge
of the parent graph structure. In particular, for counting edges, we show that even if the parent
graph is known to be a forest a priori, for neighborhood sampling, the bound in Theorem 2 remains
optimal up to a subpolynomial factor in p. Similarly, for subgraph sampling, we cannot improve
the rate in Theorem 1. We also discuss some results for planar graphs. In what follows, we let F
and P denote the collection of all forests and planar graphs, respectively.
The next results shows that for estimating edge counts, even if it is known a priori that the
parent graph is a forest, the risk in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 cannot be improved in terms of the
exponents on p. The proofs of all the following results are given in Appendix B.
Theorem 7. For subgraph sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
ê
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
e(G)≤m
EG |̂e− e(G)|2 
(
m
p2
∨ md
p
)
∧m2. (40)
Theorem 8. For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
ê
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
e(G)≤m
EG |̂e− e(G)|2 = Ω
(
m
p2+o(1)
∧ md
p1+o(1)
∧ m
2
po(1)
)
,
where o(1) = 1/
√
log 1p is with respect to p→ 0 and uniform in all other parameters.
For estimating the wedge count under subgraph sampling, the following result shows that the
risk in Theorem 1 cannot be improved even if we know the parent graph is a forest.
Theorem 9. For subgraph sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
ŵ
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
w(G)≤w
EG|ŵ − w(G)|2 
(
w
p3
∨ wd
2
p
)
∧ w2. (41)
On the other hand, for neighborhood sampling, the tree structure can be exploited to improve
the rate. Analogous to (14), we consider an estimator of the form
ŵ = λN( , G˜) + αN( , G˜) + βN( , G˜), (42)
If we weight and equally, i.e., α = λ, this estimator reduces to (28) and hence inherits the
same performance guarantee in (29), which by Theorem 15, is optimal. However, as will be seen in
Theorem 11, there is added flexibility by this three-parameter family of estimators that produces
improved bounds when the parent graphs satisfies certain additional structure. It should also be
mentioned that the alternative choices λ = 5−8p
p2(4p−3) , α =
1
p2
, and β = 3p−2
p3(4p−3) yield the same
performance bound as in (29).
For this next result, we show that we can improve the performance of the wedge estimator (42)
if the parent graph is a forest by choosing alternate values of the parameters: α = 12pq , λ =
1
p2
, and
β = 0. These choices eliminate the largest term in the variance of (42), which is proportional to
n(S4, G)(4α
2p3q2 + 4λβp4q+ β2p5 + p4qλ2− 1). We immediately get the following variance bound:
Var[ŵ] . w(G)
p2
∨ w(G)d
p
. (43)
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Note also that s(P3, G) =
∑
u
(
du
2
)
whenever G is a forest. Hence another estimator we can use
is
∑
u
bu
p
(
du
2
)
which has variance of order w(G)d
2
p . Putting this all together, we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 10. For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
ŵ
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
w(G)≤w
EG|ŵ − w(G)|2 .
(
w
p2
∨ wd
p
)
∧
(
wd2
p
)
∧ w2.
The next theorem shows that the minimax bound from Theorem 10 is optimal.
Theorem 11. For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p and w ≥ d,
inf
ŵ
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
w(G)≤w
EG|ŵ − w(G)|2 = Ω
((
w
p2
∨ wd
p
)
∧
(
wd2
p
)
∧ w2
)
.
In the context of estimating triangles, the next set of results show that planarity improves
the rates of estimation for both sampling models. Despite the smaller risk however, for subgraph
sampling, the optimal estimator is still the Horvitz-Thompson type.
Theorem 12. For subgraph sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
t̂
sup
G∈P: d(G)≤d
t(G)≤t
EG |̂t− t(G)|2 
(
t
p3
∨ td
p2
)
∧ t2.
Theorem 13. For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,((
t
p7/3
∧ td
p2
)
∨ td
p
)
∧ t2 . inf
t̂
sup
G∈P: d(G)≤d
t(G)≤t
EG |̂t− t(G)|2 .
((
t
p3
∧ td
p2
)
∨ td
p
)
∧ t2.
5 Numerical experiments
We perform our experiments on both synthetic and real-world data. For the synthetic data, we
take as our parent graph G a realization of an Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph G(N, δ) for various choices of
parameters. For the real-world experiment, we study the social networks of survey participants
using a Facebook app [28]. This dataset contains 10 ego-networks (the closed neighborhood of a
focal vertex (“ego”) and any edges between vertices in its neighborhood) of various sizes, although
we only use three of them as our parent graphs G. The error bars in the following figures show the
variability of the relative error of edges, triangles, and wedges over 10 independent experiments of
subgraph and neighborhood sampling on a fixed parent graph G. The solid black horizontal line
shows the sample average and the whiskers show the mean ± the standard deviation.
Specifically, for subgraph sampling, we always use the HT estimator (7). For neighborhood
sampling, for counting triangles or wedges, we use the estimator (28) with choice of parameters
given in Theorem 3 and for counting edges we use the adaptive estimator in Theorem 4. The
relative error for estimating the number of edges, triangles, and wedges are given in Fig. 2– Fig. 4,
respectively.
As predicted by the variance bounds, the estimators based on neighborhood sampling perform
better than subgraph sampling. Furthermore, there is markedly less variability across the 10
22
independent experiments in neighborhood sampling. In all plots, however, this variability decreases
as p grows. Furthermore, in accordance with our theory, counting bigger motifs (involving more
vertices) is subject to more variability, which is evidenced in the plots for triangles and wedges by
the wider spread in the whiskers.
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(a) Facebook network (subgraph sampling).
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(b) Facebook network (neighborhood sam-
pling).
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(c) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph (subgraph sampling).
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(d) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph (neighborhood sam-
pling).
Figure 2: Relative error of estimating the edge count. In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), the parent graph
G is the Facebook network with d = 77, v(G) = 333, e(G) = 2519. In Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d), G is
a realization of the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph G(1000, 0.05) with d = 12, and e(G) = 2536.
6 Discussion
We conclude the paper by mentioning a number of interesting questions that remain open:
• As mentioned in the introduction, a more general (and powerful) version of the neighborhood
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(a) Facebook network (subgraph sampling).
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(b) Facebook network (neighborhood sam-
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(c) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph (subgraph sampling).
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(d) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph (neighborhood sam-
pling).
Figure 3: Relative error of counting triangles. In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), the parent graph is the
Facebook network with d = 77, v(G) = 168, t(G) = 7945. In Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d), the parent
graph is a realization of the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph G(1000, 0.02) with d = 35, and t(G) = 1319.
sampling model is to observe a labeled radius-r ball rooted at a randomly chosen vertex [29].
The current paper focuses on the case of r = 1. For r = 2, we note for example that a
triangle could be observed simply by sampling only one of its vertices, i.e., . Thus, a
Horvitz-Thompson type of estimator is 13pN( , G˜) and the variance scales as 1/p. When
p is small, this outperforms the neighborhood sampling counterpart (r = 1) in Theorem 3,
where the variance scales as 1/p2. Understanding the statistical limits of r-hop neighborhood
sampling is an interesting and challenging research direction. In particular, the lower bound
will potentially involve more complicated graph statistics as opposed neighborhood subgraph
counts.
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(a) Facebook network (subgraph sampling).
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(b) Facebook network (neighborhood sam-
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(c) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph (subgraph sampling).
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(d) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph (neighborhood sam-
pling).
Figure 4: Relative error of counting wedges. In Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), the parent graph is a
Facebook network with d = 29, v(G) = 61, w(G) = 1039. In Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d), the parent
graph is a realization of the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graph G(1000, 0.001) with d = 7, and w(G) = 514.
• In this paper we have focused on counting motifs as induced subgraphs. As shown in (1),
subgraph counts can be expressed linear combinations of induced subgraph counts. However,
this does not necessarily mean their sample complexity are the same. Although we do not
have a systematic understanding so far, here is a concrete example that demonstrates this:
consider estimating the number of (not necessarily) 4-cycles with neighborhood sampling.
Note that to observe a C4 one only need to sample the two diagonal vertices. Thus, a simple
unbiased estimator is 1
2p2
n( , G˜), whose variance scales as O(1/p2) and is much smaller than
the best error rate for estimating induced C4’s which scales as 1/p
3, as given by Theorem 6.
The explanation for this phenomenon is that although we have the deterministic relationship
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n( , G) = s( , G) + s( , G) + s( , G) and each of the three subgraph counts can be
estimated at the rate of p−3, the statistical errors cancel each other and result in a faster
rate.
A Auxiliary lemmas
Lemma 6 (Kocay’s Edge Theorem for Colored Graphs). Let h be a bicolored disconnected graph.
Then N(h,G) can be expressed as a polynomial, independent of G, in N(g,G), where g is bicol-
ored, connected, and vb(g) ≤ vb(h). Moreover, if
∏
g∈G N(g,G) is a term in the polynomial, then∑
g∈G vb(g) ≤ vb(h) and the corresponding coefficient is bounded by 3[vb(h)]
2
. The number of terms
in the polynomial representation is bounded by the number of vb(h)-tuples (g1, . . . , gvb(h)) of all
bicolored neighborhood subgraphs such that
∑vb(h)
i=1 vb(gi) ≤ vb(h) and N(gi, h) 6= 0.
Proof. For a disconnected graph g′, note that g′ can be decomposed into two graphs g′1 and g′2,
where g′1 is connected and vb(g′2) ≤ vb(g′)− 1. Then,
N(g′1, G)N(g
′
2, G) =
∑
g
agN(g,G), (44)
where the sum runs over all graphs g with vb(g) ≤ vb(g′1) + vb(g′2) = vb(g′) and ag is the number of
decompositions of V (g) into V (g′1) ∪ V (g′2) and Vb(g) into Vb(g′1) ∪ Vb(g′2) (not necessarily disjoint)
such that g{Vb(g′1)} ∼= g′1 and g{Vb(g′2)} ∼= g′2.
The only disconnected graph satisfying the above decomposition property for vb(g) = vb(g
′) is
g ∼= g′, and hence
N(g′, G) =
1
ag′
[
N(g′1, G)N(g
′
2, G)−
∑
g
agN(g,G)
]
, (45)
where vb(g
′
2) ≤ vb(g′)−1 and the sum ranges over all g that are either connected and vb(g) ≤ vb(g′)
or disconnected and vb(g) ≤ vb(g′) − 1. Furthermore, each ag can be bounded by the number of
ways of decomposing a set of size vb(g
′) into two sets (with possible overlap), or 3vb(g′).
We will now prove the following claim using induction. Let h be a bicolored disconnected graph.
For each k < vb(h),
N(h,G) =
∑
G
cG
∏
g∈G
N(g,G), (46)
where G contains at least one disconnected g′ for which vb(g′) ≤ vb(h) − k,
∑
g∈G vb(g) ≤ vb(h),
|cG | ≤ 3kvb(h), and the number of terms is bounded by the number of k-tuples (g1, . . . , gk) of all
bicolored neighborhood graphs such that
∑k
i=1 vb(gi) ≤ vb(h) and N(gi, h) 6= 0.
The base case k = 1 is established by decomposing h into two graphs h1 and h2 with h1
connected and vb(h2) ≤ vb(h)− 1 and applying (45) with g′ ∼= h, g′1 ∼= h1, and g′2 ∼= h2.
Next, suppose (46) holds. Then applying (45) to each disconnected g′, we have
N(h,G) =
∑
G
cGN(g′, G)
∏
g
N(g,G)
=
∑
G
cG
cg′
[N(g′1, G)N(g
′
2, G)−
∑
h′
ch′N(h
′, G)]
∏
g
N(g,G)
=
∑
G
cG
cg′
N(g′1, G)N(g
′
2, G)
∏
g
N(g,G)−
∑
G
∑
h′
cGch′
cg′
N(h′, G)
∏
g
N(g,G). (47)
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Note that vb(g
′
2) ≤ vb(g′)− 1 ≤ vb(h)− (k + 1) and if h′ is disconnected, then vb(h′) ≤ vb(g′)− 1 ≤
vb(h)− (k + 1). Finally, we observe that (47) has the form∑
G˜
cG˜
∏
g
N(g,G), (48)
where G˜ contains at least one disconnected g′ for which vb(g′) ≤ vb(h)−(k+1), vb(g′) ≤ vb(h)−(k+1),∑
g∈G˜ vb(g) ≤ vb(h), and |cG˜ | ≤
∣∣∣ cGcg′ ∣∣∣ ∨ ∣∣∣ cGch′cg′ ∣∣∣ ≤ 3(k+1)vb(h). The number of terms is bounded
by the number of (k + 1)-tuples (g1, . . . , gk+1) of all bicolored neighborhood graphs such that∑k+1
i=1 vb(gi) ≤ vb(h) and N(gi, h) 6= 0. Repeat this until k = vb(h) and so that the right hand side
of (46) contains no disconnected g in its terms.
Lemma 7. Let H and H ′ be two graphs on M vertices. Suppose there exists a constant B > 0 and
positive integer k such that for each connected subgraph h,
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)| ≤ BM vb(h)−k.
Then for each subgraph h,
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)| ≤ BQhvb(h)3[vb(h)]2M vb(h)−k,
where Qh is the number of vb(h)-tuples (g1, . . . , gvb(h)) of all bicolored neighborhood graphs such that∑vb(h)
i=1 vb(gi) ≤ vb(h) and N(gi, H) 6= 0 or N(gi, H ′) 6= 0.
Proof. Let h be a disconnected subgraph. By Lemma 6, N(h,H) =
∑
Gh cGh
∏
g∈Gh N(g,H), where∑
g∈Gh vb(g) ≤ vb(h), g is connected, |cGh | ≤ 3[vb(h)]
2
, and the number of terms is bounded by
Qh. Thus, using the fact that if x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn are positive real numbers, |x1 · · ·xn −
y1 · · · yn| ≤
∑n
i=1 |xi − yi|x1 · · ·xi−1yi+1 · · · yn, we have
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)| ≤
∑
Gh
|cGh |
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∏
g∈Gh
N(g,H)−
∏
g∈Gh
N(g,H ′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
Gh
|cGh |
∑
i
|N(gi, H)− N(gi, H ′)|
∏
j≤i−1
N(gj , H)
∏
j≥i+1
N(gj , H
′),
where {gi} is an ordering of {g}g∈Gh . Next, we use the fact that max{N(g,H),N(g,H ′)} ≤
(
M
vb(g)
) ≤
M vb(g) to bound∑
i
|N(gi, H)− N(gi, H ′)|
∏
j≤i−1
N(gj , H)
∏
j≥i+1
N(gj , H
′) ≤ B|Gh|M
∑
g∈Gh vb(g)−k
Since |Gh| ≤
∑
g∈Gh vb(g) ≤ vb(h), the above is further bounded by Bvb(h)M vb(h)−k. Thus,
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)| ≤ Bvb(h)M vb(h)−k
∑
Gh
|aGh |
≤ BQhvb(h)3[vb(h)]2M vb(h)−k.
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Next we present two results on the total variation that will be used in the regime of p > 1d . The
main idea is the following: if a subset T of vertices are not sampled, for subgraph sampling, in the
observed graph we delete all edges incident to T , i.e., the edge set of G{T}, and for neighborhood
sampling, we delete all edges within T , that is, the edge set of G[T ]. Therefore, for two parent
graphs, if missing T leads to isomorphic graphs, then by a natural coupling, the total variation
between the sampled graphs is at most the probability that T is not completely absent in the
sample.
Lemma 8. Let Gθ = KA,∆−θ+KB,∆+θ for integer θ between zero and ∆. Consider the neighborhood
sampling model with sampling ratio p. Suppose |θ − θ′| 
√
∆
p and both A and B are at most 1/p.
For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p, there exists 0 < c < 1 such that
TV(P
G˜θ
, P
G˜θ′
) ≤ c.
Proof. Note that Gθ is the union of two complete bipartite graphs. Suppose that none of the A+B
“left” side vertices are sampled. Then Gθ can be described by KA,X +KB,Y + (2∆− (X + Y ))K1,
where (X,Y ) ∼ Bin(∆− θ, p)⊗ Bin(∆ + θ, p). Thus, if (X ′, Y ′) ∼ Bin(∆− θ′, p)⊗ Bin(∆ + θ′, p),
then
TV(P
G˜θ
, P
G˜θ′
) ≤ 1− qA+B + qA+BTV(P(X,Y ), P(X′,Y ′)).
Furthermore, observe that
TV(P(X,Y ), P(X′,Y ′)) ≤ TV(PX , PX′) + TV(PY , PY ′),
where
TV(PX , PX′) = TV(Bin(∆− θ, p),Bin(∆− θ′, p)),
TV(PY , PY ′) = TV(Bin(∆ + θ, p),Bin(∆ + θ
′, p)).
This shows that if |θ − θ′| 
√
∆
p and both A and B are O(
1
p), then TV(PG˜θ , PG˜θ′
) is less than a
constant less than one.
Lemma 9. Let G, H1, and H2 be an arbitrary graphs and let H = G ∨H1 for and H ′ = G ∨H2.
If v = v(H1) = v(H2) ≤ 1/p, then for neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ 1− qv ≤ 1− q1/p, (49)
More generally, for H = (V,E) and H ′ = (V,E′) defined on the same set V of vertices, if T ⊂ V is
such that (V \T,E\E(H[T ])) and (V \T,E′\E(H ′[T ])) are isomorphic, then (49) holds with v = |T |.
Proof. Suppose that none of the v vertices in H1 or H2 are sampled. Then H1 and H2 are isomorphic
to each other. Thus,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ P [at least one vertex in H1 or H2 is sampled] = 1− qv.
The second claim follows from the same argument.
The following lemma, which was used in the proof of Theorems 8 and 10, relies on a number-
theoretic fact:
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Lemma 10. There exist two sequences of integers (α1, . . . , αk+1) and (β1, . . . , βk+1) such that∑
x∈[k+1]
xiαx = 0 i = 0, 2, 3, . . . , k,
k+1∑
x=1
xiβx = 0 i = 0, 1, 3, . . . , k,
and ∑
x∈[k+1]
xαx = lcm(1, . . . , k + 1),
∑
x∈[k+1]
x2βx = lcm
2(1, . . . , k + 1),
where lcm stands for the least common multiple. Moreover, there exists universal constants A and
B such that ∑
x∈[k+1]
|αx| ≤ Ak,
∑
x∈[k+1]
|βx| ≤ Bk. (50)
Proof. We first introduce the quantity
γi =
k∑
x=1
(−1)x+1
xi
(
k
x
)
.
The key observation is that
∑k+1
x=0(−1)x
(
k+1
x
)
D(x) = 0 for all polynomials D with degree less than
or equal to k. Hence we can set
αx =
(
γ1 − 1
x
)
(−1)x
(
k + 1
x
)
lcm(1, . . . , k + 1)
and
βx =
(
γ21 − γ2 −
γ1
x
+
1
x2
)
(−1)x
(
k + 1
x
)
lcm2(1, . . . , k + 1),
where x = 1, 2, . . . , k + 1. A well-known number theoretic fact is that the least common multiple
of the k integers is in fact significantly smaller than their product. In fact, we have the estimates
[33], [19]
2k−1 ≤ lcm(1, . . . , k) ≤ 3k, for all k ≥ 1,
which shows (50).
Lemma 11. For the two graphs H and H ′ from Theorem 8 constructed with (α1, . . . , αk+1) from
Lemma 10, we have for neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(pA
k + (p`Ak)k),
provided p`Ak < 1.
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Proof. There are four types of connected subgraphs of H and H ′: edge with one black vertex, edge
with two black vertices, Su, u > 1 with white center, Su, u > 1 with black center. If g is an edge
with one black vertex N(g,H) = 2`α + `
∑k+1
x=1 xwx and N(g,H
′) = 2`α′ + `
∑k+1
x=1 xw
′
x. If g is an
edge with two black vertices N(g,H) = `α and N(g,H ′) = `α′. If g ∼= Su with white center, then
N(g,H) =
∑k+1
x=1wx
(
`x
vb(g)
)
and N(g,H ′) =
∑k+1
x=1w
′
x
(
`x
vb(g)
)
and furthermore,
|N(g,H)− N(g,H ′)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
k+1∑
x=1
wx
(
`x
vb(g)
)
−
k+1∑
x=1
w′x
(
`x
vb(g)
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
`
vb(g)
∣∣∣∣∣
k+1∑
x=1
xwx −
k+1∑
x=1
xw′x
∣∣∣∣∣ .
If g ∼= Su with black center, then
N(g,H) =
k+1∑
x=1
wx
(
`x
vb(g)− 1
)
1{`x = u}
N(g,H ′) =
k+1∑
x=1
w′x
(
`x
vb(g)− 1
)
1{`x = u}
We find that |N(g,H)− N(g,H ′)| ≤ 2ak(`(k + 1))vb(g)−1 and |N(g,H)| ≤ 2ak(`(k + 1))vb(g).
Let v = v(H) = v(H ′) ≤ (`(k + 1) + 1)ak. Then
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤
1
2
∑
h:vb(h)≤k
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)|pvb(h)qv−vb(h) + P [Bin(v, p) ≥ k + 1] ,
where the sum runs over all bicolored graphs with at most k black vertices. By Lemma 7, for each
subgraph h,
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)| ≤ vb(h)3[vb(h)]2(2vb(h)ak(k + 3))vb(h)(`(k + 1))vb(h)−1,
where we used the bound Qh ≤ [vb(h)(k + 3)]vb(h). Hence,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤
1
2
∑
h:1≤vb(h)≤k
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)|pvb(h)qv−vb(h) + P [Bin(v, p) ≥ k + 1]
≤ 1
2
∑
h:1≤vb(h)≤k
vb(h)3
[vb(h)]
2
(2vb(h)a
k(k + 3))vb(h)(`(k + 1))vb(h)−1pvb(h)qv−vb(h)+
P
[
Bin((`(k + 1) + 1)ak, p) ≥ k + 1
]
≤ (pAk)
k∑
v=0
(p`Ak)v +
∞∑
v=k+1
(p`Ak)v
= O(pAk + (p`Ak)k+1),
for some constant A > 0 and provided p`Ak < 1.
Lemma 12. For the two graphs H and H ′ from Theorem 11 constructed with (β1, . . . , βk+1) from
Lemma 10, we have for neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(pA
k + (p`Ak)2 + (p`Ak)k),
provided p`Ak < 1.
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Proof. There are two types of connected subgraphs of H and H ′: Su, u > 1 with white center
and Su, u > 1 with black center. If g ∼= Su with white center, then N(g,H) =
∑k+1
x=1wx
(
`x
vb(g)
)
and
N(g,H ′) =
∑k+1
x=1w
′
x
(
`x
vb(g)
)
and furthermore, since
∑k+1
x=1 x
iwx =
∑k+1
x=1 x
iw′x for i = 0, 1, 3, . . . , vb(g),
|N(g,H)− N(g,H ′)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
k+1∑
x=1
wx
(
`x
vb(g)
)
−
k+1∑
x=1
w′x
(
`x
vb(g)
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
`2
vb(g)(vb(g)− 1)
∣∣∣∣∣
k+1∑
x=1
x2wx −
k+1∑
x=1
x2w′x
∣∣∣∣∣ .
If g ∼= Su with black center, then
N(g,H) =
k+1∑
x=1
wx
(
`x
vb(g)− 1
)
1{`x = u}
N(g,H ′) =
k+1∑
x=1
w′x
(
`x
vb(g)− 1
)
1{`x = u}
We find that |N(g,H)− N(g,H ′)| ≤ 2ak(`(k + 1))vb(g)−1 and |N(g,H)| ≤ ak(`(k + 1))vb(g).
Let v = v(H) = v(H ′) ≤ (`(k + 1) + 1)ak. Then
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤
1
2
∑
h:vb(h)≤k
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)|pvb(h)qv−vb(h) + P [Bin(v, p) ≥ k + 1] ,
where the sum runs over all bicolored graphs with at most k black vertices. By Lemma 7, for each
subgraph h with vb(h) 6= 2,
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)| ≤ vb(h)3[vb(h)]2(2vb(h)ak(k + 3))vb(h)(`(k + 1))vb(h)−1,
where we used the bound Qh ≤ [vb(h)(k + 3)]vb(h). Hence,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤
1
2
∑
h:1≤vb(h)≤k
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)|pvb(h)qv−vb(h) + P [Bin(v, p) ≥ k + 1]
≤ 1
2
∑
h:vb(h)6=2, vb(h)≤k
vb(h)3
[vb(h)]
2
(2vb(h)a
k(k + 3))vb(h)(`(k + 1))vb(h)−1pvb(h)qv−vb(h)+
ak`2p2 + P
[
Bin((`(k + 1) + 1)ak, p) ≥ k + 1
]
≤ (pAk)
k∑
v=0
(p`Ak)v + (p`Ak)2 +
∞∑
v=k+1
(p`Ak)v
= O(pAk + (p`Ak)2 + (p`Ak)k+1),
for some constant A > 0 and provided p`Ak < 1.
Lemma 13. There exists two planar graphs H and H ′ on order ` vertices with matching degree
sequences and maximum degree equal to ` + 1 such that for neighborhood sampling with sampling
ratio p, TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(p
2+p3`3) and |w(H)−w(H ′)| = 3|t(H)−t(H ′)|  ` provided p = O(1/`).
Furthermore, there exists two planar graphs H and H ′ on order ` vertices such that for neighborhood
sampling with sampling ratio p, TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(p) and |t(H)− t(H ′)|  `.
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Proof. The proof follows from an examination of the two graphs below. Note that N(h,H) =
N(h,H ′) for all connected h with vb(h) = 1 and since |N(h,H)−N(h,H ′)| = O(1) for all connected
h with vb(h) = 2, it follows from Lemma 7 with k = 2 that |N(h,H) − N(h,H ′)| = O(1) for all h
with vb(h) = 2. Thus,
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) =
∑
h
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)|pvb(h)qv−vb(h) = O(p2 +
∞∑
k=3
`kpk) = O(p2 + p3`3),
provided p = O(1/`). The identity |w(H) − w(H ′)| = 3|t(H) − t(H ′)| = ` − 2 follows from the
fact that H and H ′ have matching degree sequences (corresponding to matching subgraphs from
neighborhood sampling with one vertex).
Table 2: The graph H with ` = 5 and
d(H) = `+ 1 = 6
Copies Components
1
2
2
`+1
3
2(`+ 1)
Table 3: The graph H ′ with ` = 5 and
d(H ′) = `+ 1 = 6
Copies Components
1
2
1
`+ 1
2(`+ 1)
For the second statement, consider two planar graphs H and H ′ on ` + 2 vertices, where H
consists of ` triangles sharing a common edge, and H consists of ` wedges sharing a pair of non-
adjacent vertices; see Fig. 5 for an illustration for ` = 5. Note that if neither of the two highest-
degree vertices in each graph (degree `+ 1 in H and degree ` in H ′) are sampled and all incident
edges removed, the two graphs are isomorphic. This shows that TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ 1 − q2 = O(p).
Also, note that t(H) = ` and t(H ′) = 0.
B Additional proofs
Proof of Theorems 7, 9, and 12. The upper bounds are achieved by Horvitz-Thompson estimation
as in Theorem 1. However, for Theorem 9, we are able to achieve a smaller variance because
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Figure 5: Example of H and H ′ with ` = 5
n( , G) is of order td for planar G instead of td2 and hence Var[̂tHT] . n( ,G))p3 +
n( ,G)
p2
+
n( ,G)
p .
t
p3
+ td
p2
+ tdp  tp3 ∨ tdp2 . For the lower bound, the proof follows the same lines as
Section 3.2 in that we use two different constructions depending on whether p ≤ 1/d or p > 1/d.
For edges, let H = S` and H
′ = (` + 1)S1 with ` = c(d ∧m) for some small constant c > 0.
Then TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ p(1− q`) ≤ p ∧ (`p2).
For wedges, when p ≤ 1/d, let H = P4 + K1 and H ′ = P3 + P2. Then TV(PH˜ , PH˜′) ≤ O(p3).
When p > 1/d, let H = S` and H
′ = (`+ 1)K1. Then TV(PH˜ , PH˜′) ≤ p. Finally set ` = c(d ∧ w)
for some universal constant c > 0.
Finally, for triangles, let H be the graph which consists of ` triangles that share the same
edge plus ` isolated vertices. Let H ′ be the graph which consists of two S` star graphs with an
edge between their roots. Choose ` = c(d ∧ t) for some small universal constant c > 0. Then
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ p2(1− q`) ≤ p2 ∧ (p3`).
Proof of Theorem 8. Let (w1, . . . , wk+1) and (w
′
1, . . . , w
′
k+1) be two sequences of integers defined
by wx = max{αx, 0} and w′x = max{−αx, 0}, where (α1, . . . , αk+1) is as in Lemma 10. Consider
the disjoint union of stars
H '
k+1∑
x=1
wxS`x + `αS1 and H
′ '
k+1∑
x=1
w′xS`x + `α
′S1,
for integer ` > 1.
Note, for example, that e(H) = `(
∑k+1
x=1 xwx+α) and v(H) = e(H)+
∑k+1
x=1wx+`α =
∑k+1
x=1(`x+
1)wx + 2α`. Thus, e(H) ∨ e(H ′) ≤ `ak for some universal a > 0. Note that
e(H)− e(H ′) = `(α− α′) = `
2
(
k+1∑
x=1
xwx −
k+1∑
x=1
xw′x
)
≥ `
2
,
and by Lemma 11 there exists universal A > 0 such that
TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) =
1
2
∑
h
|N(h,H)− N(h,H ′)|pvb(h)qv−vb(h) = O(pAk + (p`Ak)k),
provided p`Ak < 1.
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By Theorem 5, we have
inf
ê
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
e(G)≤m
P [|̂e− e(G)| ≥ ∆`] ≥ c.
where
∆` & |e(H)− e(H ′)|
(√
m
e(H) ∨ e(H ′)TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′)
∧ m
e(H) ∨ e(H ′)
)
&
√
m`
pck + (p`ck)k
∧ m
ck
,
for some universal constants c > 0 provided p`ck < 1. Next, choose
` =

(
1
pck
)1−1/k ∧ m
ak
if p >
(
1
dck
)k/(k−1)
d ∧ m
ak
if p ≤ ( 1
dk
)k/(k−1) . (51)
Taking k =
√
log 1p yields the desired lower bound.
Proof of Theorem 11. Let (w1, . . . , wk+1) and (w
′
1, . . . , w
′
k+1) be two sequences of integers defined
by wx = max{βx, 0} and w′x = max{−βx, 0}, where (β1, . . . , βk+1) is as in Lemma 10. Let
H '
k+1∑
x=1
wxS`x and H
′ '
k+1∑
x=1
w′xS`x,
for integer ` > 1. Note, for example, that e(H) = `
∑k+1
x=1 xwx, v(H) =
∑k+1
x=1(`x + 1)wx, and
w(H) =
∑k+1
x=1
(
`x
2
)
wx. This means that w(H)∨w(H ′) ≤ `2a2k for some universal a > 0. Note that
w(H)− w(H ′) = `
2
2
(
k+1∑
x=1
x2wx −
k+1∑
x=1
x2w′x
)
≥ `
2
2
.
By Lemma 12, we have that TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(pA
k +(p`Ak)2 +(p`Ak)k) for some universal A > 0.
By Theorem 5, we have
inf
ŵ
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
w(G)≤w
P [|ŵ − w(G)| ≥ ∆`] ≥ c.
where
∆` & |w(H)− w(H ′)|
(√
w
w(H) ∨ w(H ′)TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′)
∧ w
w(H) ∨ w(H ′)
)
&
√
w`2
pck + (p`ck)2 + (p`ck)k
∧ w
ck
,
for some universal constant c > 0. Next, choose k = 2 and ` = c(d ∧ w1/2) when p ≤ 1/d for some
universal constant c > 0. For p > 1/d and w ≥ d, we use Lemma 8 with A = B = 1 and ∆ = cd.
Then w(H)  w(H ′)  d2 and |w(H)− w(H ′)|  d
√
d
p , and TV(PH˜ , PH˜′) < c < 1. By Theorem 5,
we have infŵ supG∈F : d(G)≤d
w(G)≤w
EG|ŵ − w(G)|2 & wdp .
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Proof of Theorem 13. Let R denote the minimax risk. The bound R . td
p2
follows immediately from
Theorem 6 with ω = 3. For the other regimes, we modify the estimator (21) from Theorem 3. To
accomplish this, observe that n( , G) is of order td for planar G, since the number of triangles
that share a common vertex is at most d. Choosing α = 1
2qp2
so that, in the notation of the proof
of Theorem 3, c1 − 1  1p and c2 − 1 = p−2
[
2α2qp5 +
(
1− 2qαp2)2]  1p , we have Var[ŝ] . tp3 ∨ tdp .
This yields the bound R . t
p3
∨ tdp . Thus, R .
(
t
p3
∨ tdp
)
∧ td
p2
=
(
t
p3
∧ td
p2
)
∨ tdp . For the lower
bound, consider two cases:
Case I: p ≤ 1/d. By Lemma 13, there exists two planar graphs H and H ′ on order ` vertices such
that TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(p
2 + p3`3) and t(H)  t(H ′)  |t(H)− t(H ′)|  ` provided p = O(1/`). We
choose ` = p−1/3 ∧ t if p > 1/d3. Otherwise, if p ≤ 1/d3, we choose ` = d ∧ t. By Theorem 5, this
produces a lower bound of R &
(
t
p7/3
∧ td
p2
)
∧ t2.
Case II: p > 1/d. We use the second statement of Lemma 13 which guarantees the existence
of two planar graphs H and H ′ on order ` vertices such that TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(p) and t(H) 
|t(H)− t(H ′)|  `. Choosing ` = d ∧ t yields the lower bound R & tdp ∧ t2.
Proof of Theorem 4. To make ê unbiased, in view of (13), we set
1 = E[KA] = pq(f(du) + f(dv)) + p2g(du, dv).
This determines
g(du, dv) =
1− pq(f(du) + f(dv))
p2
.
An easy calculation shows that
Var[KA] = (1− pq(f(du) + f(dv)))
2
p2
+ pq(f2(du) + f
2(dv))− 1
and if A = {u,w} and A′ = {w, v} in G, then
Cov[KA,KA′ ] = q
p
(1− pf(du))(1− pf(dv)).
Otherwise, Cov[KA,KA′ ] = 0 if A and A′ do not intersect. Thus,
Var[̂e] =
q
p
∑
u6=v
duv(1− pf(du))(1− pf(dv))
+
∑
{u,v}∈E(G)
[
(1− pq(f(du) + f(dv)))2
p2
+ pq(f2(du) + f
2(dv))− 1
]
, (52)
where duv denotes the cardinality of NG(u)∩NG(v). To gain a better idea for how to choose f , we
first suppose that f ≡ α. Thus, (52) reduces to the mean square error of (11) or
Var[̂e] =
2q
p
n(P3, G)(1− pα)2 + e(G) q
p2
(1 + p(1− 2α((p− 2)pα+ 2)))
Next, let us minimize the above expression over all α. Doing so with
α′ =
(
1
p
)
pe(G) + pn(P3, G)
pn(P3, G) + e(G)(2− p) +
(
1
2p
)
2qe(G)
pn(P3, G) + e(G)(2− p) .
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yields
Var[̂e] =
q2
p
e(G)(e(G) + n(P3, G))
(2− p)e(G) + pn(P3, G) . (53)
Note that α′ is a convex combination of 1p and
1
2p . These are the values that yield the risk bound
for the non-adaptive estimator (11) in Theorem 2, viz.,
α =
(
1
p
)
1
{
d >
1
p
}
+
(
1
2p
)
1
{
d ≤ 1
p
}
.
Of course, this choice of α′ is not feasible since it depends on the unknown quantities e(G) and
n(P3, G). However, noting that e(G) =
∑
u du/2 and n(P3, G) =
∑
u
(
du
2
)
inspires us to define
f(du) =
(
1
p
)
p(du2 ) + p
(
du
2
)
p
(
du
2
)
+ (du2 )(2− p)
+
(
1
2p
)
2q(du2 )
p
(
du
2
)
+ (du2 )(2− p)
=
(
1
2p
)
2pdu
p(du − 1) + (2− p) +
(
1
2p
)
2q
p(du − 1) + (2− p)
=
pdu + q
p(pdu + 2q)
.
With this choice of f , we will verify that the variance and covariance terms in (52) also yield the
rate (18). Note that
q
p
∑
u6=v
duv
[
q
pdu + 2q
] [
q
pdv + 2q
]
≤ q
p
∑
u6=v
duv
pdu + 2q
≤ dq
p
∑
u
du
pdu + 2q
≤ Ndq
p
e(G)
pe(G) + qN
≤ Nd
p2
∧ e(G)d
p
,
where the second last inequality follows from the concavity of x 7→ xpx+2q for x ≥ 0. The variance
term has the bound∑
{u,v}∈E(G)
[
(1− pq(f(du) + f(dv)))2
p2
+ pq(f2(du) + f
2(dv))− 1
]
. e(G)
((
1
p2
∧ d2
)
∨ 1
p
)
,
which follows from (1−pq(f(du)+f(dv)))
2
p2
. 1
p2
∧ (d2u + d2v) and pq(f2(du) + f2(dv)) . 1p .
C Neighborhood sampling without colors
In this appendix we demonstrate the usefulness of the color information (namely, which vertices are
sampled) in neighborhood sampling by showing that without observing the colors, the performance
guarantees in Theorem 2 are no longer unattainable in certain regimes.
Theorem 14. Let F denote the collection of all forests. Consider the neighborhood sampling model
without observing the colors {bv : v ∈ V }. Then
inf
ê
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
e(G)≤m
EG |̂e− e(G)|2 & mp(d ∧m). (54)
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Proof. Let M = m/k, where k = d∧m and set F0 = {Gθ : Gθ = Sθ1 + · · ·+SθM , θ = (θ1, . . . , θM ) ∈
[k]M}. Note that for each θ ∈ [k]M , e(Gθ) = ‖θ‖1. Thus, if X = (X1, . . . , XM ), where {Xi} are
independent and Xi ∼ pδθi + qBin(θi, p) for i ∈ [M ], then
inf
ê
sup
G∈F : d(G)≤d
e(G)≤m
EG |̂e− e(G)|2 ≥ inf
g
sup
θ∈[d]M
Eθ|‖θ‖1 − g(X)|2.
By the minimax theorem,
inf
g
sup
θ∈[k]m
Eθ|‖θ‖1 − g(X)|2 = sup
θ∈pi
inf
g
Eθ|‖θ‖1 − g(X)|2 = sup
θ∈pi
EXEθ|X |‖θ‖1 − Eθ|X‖θ‖1|2
≥ sup
θ∈pi⊗M
EXEθ|X |‖θ‖1 − Eθ|X‖θ‖1|2 = M sup
θ∈pi
EXEθ|X |θ − Eθ|Xθ|2
= M inf
g
sup
θ∈[d∧m]
Eθ|θ − g(X)|2  m
(
pk ∨
(
1
p
∧ k
))
& mp(d ∧m),
where X ∼ δθ + qBin(θ, p) and the second to last line follows from Lemma 14 below.
Remark 2. Note that when p > (1/d)1/3 and m ≥ d, the minimax lower bound (54) is strictly
greater than the minimax risk in Theorem 8, thus confirming the intuition that the knowledge of
which vertices are sampled provide useful information. On the other hand, the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator (8) can be implemented without the color information and achieve the error bound O(mdp )
in (10). Comparing with Theorem 1, we conclude that neighborhood sampling is at least as informa-
tive as subgraph sampling, even if the colors are not observed. This is intuitive because neighborhood
sampling reveals more edges from the parent graph.
Lemma 14. Given θ ∈ [k], let X be distributed according to pδθ+qBin(θ, p). Assume that p ≤ 1/2.
Then
inf
g
sup
θ∈[k]
Eθ[|θ − g(X)|2]  pk2 ∨
(
k
p
∧ k2
)
. (55)
Moreover, the minimax rate is achieved by the estimator ĝ(X) = k ∧ Xp .
Proof. Denote the minimax risk by R. Let id denote the identity map. Given any estimator g,
without loss of generality, we assume g : {0, . . . , k} → [0, k]. Since Eθ[(θ− g(X))2] = p(θ− g(θ))2 +
qEX∼Bin(θ,p)[(θ − g(X))2], we have
sup
θ∈[k]
Eθ[|θ − g(X)|2] ≥ p‖id− g‖2∞. (56)
Also, (θ − g(X))2 ≥ −(X − g(X))2 + (θ −X)2/2, and hence
EX∼Bin(θ,p)[(θ − g(X))2] ≥ −‖id− g‖2∞ +
1
2
(q2θ2 + pqθ).
Therefore
sup
θ∈[k]
Eθ[|θ − g(X)|2] ≥ −q‖id− g‖2∞ +
q
2
(q2k2 + pqk). (57)
Combining (56) and (57), we get
R ≥ pq
2
(q2k2 + pqk)  pk2. (58)
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Next by the minimax theorem,
R = sup
pi
inf
g
Epi[|θ − g(X)|2] = sup
pi
inf
g
pEθ∈pi[|θ − g(θ)|2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0,k2]
+qEθ∈pi,X∼Bin(θ,p)[|θ − g(X)|2]
 .
We also know that
sup
pi
inf
g
Eθ∈pi,X∼Bin(θ,p)[|θ − g(X)|2] = inf
g
sup
θ∈[k]
Eθ∈pi,X∼Bin(θ,p)[|θ − g(X)|2] 
k
p
∧ k2.
Therefore we have
k
p
∧ k2 . R . pk2 + k
p
∧ k2.
Combining with (58) yields the characterization (55).
D Lower bounds for other motifs
Theorem 15 (Wedges). For neighborhood sampling with sampling ratio p,
inf
ŵ
sup
G: d(G)≤d
w(G)≤w
EG|ŵ − w(G)|2  wd
p2
∧ w2.
Proof. For the lower bound, consider two cases:
Case I: p ≤ 1/d. Let h = P5 and h′ = K3 +K2. For each node in the original graph, we associate
` distinct isolated vertices and connect each pair of vertices by an edge if and only if they were
connected in the original graph. Call these expanded graphs H and H ′. Note that H and H ′ that
have matching degree sequences (2, 2, 2, 1, 1) and hence TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) = O(`
2p2). Furthermore,
s(P3, H)  s(P3, H ′)  |s(P3, H) − s(P3, H ′)|  `3. If ` = c(d ∧ w1/3), then by Theorem 5 with
M = w/`3, infŵ supG∈G(w,d) EG|ŵ − w(G)|2 & w`p2 ∧ w2  wdp2 ∧ w2.
Case II: p > 1/d. We use Lemma 9 with G = K`, H1 = K1/p + K1/p, and H2 = K2/p. This
gives us two graphs H and H ′ with s(P3, H) = |s(P3, H) − s(P3, H ′)|  `/p2. By Theorem 5 with
M = w/(`/p2), infŵ supG∈G(w,d) EG|ŵ − w(G)|2 & w`p2 ∧ w2. Let ` = cd if dp2 ≤ w and ` = cp2w
if d
p2
> w, for some small constant c. In either case, we find that w(H) ≤ w, w(H ′) ≤ w, and
infŵ supG∈G(w,d) EG|ŵ − w(G)|2  wdp2 ∧ w2.
Lower bound for motifs of size four It remains to show that holds the result in Theorem 6
that holds for K4, namely,
inf
ŝ
sup
G: d(G)≤d
s(h,G)≤s
EG |̂s− s(Kω, G)|2 = Θ
(
sd
p3
∧ sd
2
p2
∧ s2
)
(59)
continues to hold for h = , , and . For the case of p < 1/d, the construction for
K4 in (37) works simultaneously for all motifs, because each motif is contained in one of H and H
′
and not the other. Next we consider the case of p > 1/d. The construction is ad hoc and similar
to those in Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.
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• For h = , we use the clique construction: label the root as v1 and the leaves as v2, v3, v4.
Define the graph H as follows: Expand v1 into a clique S1 of size `, and for i = 2, 3, 4,
expand each vi into a clique Si of size 1/p. Connect each pair of vertices ui ∈ Si and
uj ∈ Sj for i 6= j if and only if vi and vj are connected in the motif h. This defines a
graph H on `+ 3/p vertices. Repeat the same construction with h replaced by , where
the degree-one vertex is v1. Note that if we remove the edges between the set of vertices
T , S2∪S3∪S4, for H and H ′ the resulting graph is isomorphic. Thus by Lemma Lemma 9,
we have TV(P
H˜
, P
H˜′) ≤ 1−(1−p)3/p ≤ 0.9 if p ≤ 1/2. Furthermore, note that s( , H ′) = 0
and s( , H) = `/p3. Finally, taking ` = c(d∧ s
`/p3
) for some small constant c and invoking
Theorem 5, we obtain the desired lower bound sd
p3
∧ s2 in (59).
• For h = , use the same construction as above with H and H ′ swapped.
• For h = , we repeat the clique construction of H with v1 being any of the degree-three
vertices in h, and of H ′ with h′ = ; in other words, we simply have H ′ = K`+3/p.
• For h = , we repeat the clique construction of H with v1 being any vertex in h, and of H ′
with h′ = , with v1 being the degree-two vertices.
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